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PROPOSED SHELTER RAISES CONCERNS

OC Board of Supervisors
failed to notify City Council
members of its decision
SAMUEL MOUNTJOY
& BEVI EDLUND
Daily Titan

Fullerton Mayor Bruce Whitaker announced his formal opposition
to the proposed homeless shelter,
planned to be located a mile south
of Cal State Fullerton at a town-hall
meeting Tuesday night.
The mayor expressed his concerns
with the Orange County Board of
Supervisors for choosing the Fullerton location as well as their failure
to notify City Council members of
their plans.
At Hope International University,
for his second “Talk of the Town”
meeting, the mayor took an unprecedented stance in opposition to the
shelter. He said he is not yet sold on
the operation and location of the
shelter and has issues with the way the
county has presented the plan.
“Count me as an opponent of the
homeless shelter right now because
of this method and the way this has
been thought out,” Whitaker said.
“I would like to help represent anybody who thinks they’ve been given
a short shrift.”
Shawn Nelson, chair of the board,
had his first and only meeting with
council members regarding the shelter last week.
The mayor criticized Nelson for the
lack of notice other than a short conversation the two had at an O.C. Board
of Supervisors meeting in January.
On Jan. 15, the board approved
the purchase of a closed down
Linden’s Furniture store for about
$3.2 million.
SEE MAYOR, 2
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Nick, a homeless man from Santa Ana, waits outside the Good Samaritan Center in Fullerton on Tuesday. The center offers food, shelter and encouragement to those in need.

Citizens forewarn potential crime spike
Fullerton residents voice
their woes over future of
homeless community
RAYMOND MENDOZA
Daily Titan

Amid talks of establishing a new
homeless shelter near Cal State Fullerton, a concern over the homeless
population affecting the city’s crime
rates has become the subject of contention for Fullerton residents.

Citizens voiced their concerns
at a recent Fullerton City Council
meeting that a 24-hour homeless
shelter could lead to an influx of
homeless people in the area which
might lead to higher crime rates in
the area.
The year-round shelter will focus on providing 200 beds and assistance for homeless people with
small children, since the new location would provide better accommodations for homeless families.

Teri Niebuhr, director of the
Homeless Intervention Shelter
House (HIS House) in Placentia,
said she does not believe the homeless population is directly linked to
crime rates in any area and that a
bigger problem is the amount of untreated mentally ill homeless.
Niebuhr said many homeless
people can receive treatment and
education that would help them
function better in society and possibly get them off the streets for
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signed to show recent crime activities in the U.S., has estimated
there have been 500 crimes reported within a half mile of the
Union Rescue Mission within the
past year.
The Rev. Andrew Bales, CEO
of Union Rescue Mission, said
crimes committed by the homeless
are high in the area surrounding
his homeless shelter.

CAMPUS | Research

LAUREN HARRITY
The Cal State Fullerton New Music
Ensemble will present a performance,
Voice in the 21st Century, as part of this
year’s New Music Festival.
The performance will feature
CSUF students and faculty as well
as guest performers including
Lisa Bielawa, Chinary Ung, Tony
Arnold and Ken Ueno.
The New Music Festival is a week
long event from Thursday, Feb. 27
to Sunday, March 3. The festival
will include performances from
guest artists who will also participate in lectures and workshops on
campus this weekend.
The CSUF New Music Ensemble
performance celebrates versatile composers, who combine instrumental
pieces with vocal recitals.
The events have been put together
by Pamela Madsen, Ph.D, an associate
professor of music and the artistic director of the New Music Festival, with
assistance from the Music Department and College of the Arts.
“We also have an entire ensemble
also participating, performing my
work,” Pamela Madsen said. Madsen’s
work has been commissioned by renowned ensembles including the New
York New Music Ensemble, California
Ear Unit and SONOR, among others.

good through help from a homeless shelter.
According to LAPDOnline.org,
statistics show the two mile area
around HIS House has had 40
crimes reported from Feb. 15 of
last year to the present date.
The number of crimes is extremely low compared to the area surrounding the Union Rescue Mission
homeless shelter at 545 South San
Pedro St. in Los Angeles.
CrimeMapping.com, a site de-

Research is conducted
to determine the cause of
the Alzheimer’s ailment
CRYSTAL CHAVIRA
Daily Titan

ROBERT HUSKEY / Daily Titan

The Titans softball team celebrates after Lauren Mario’s run gave them the win over then No. 7 ranked

Titan softball tames No. 10 UCLA
ANGEL MENDOZA
Daily Titan

Coming off a series split with the
previously undefeated Missouri Tigers, the Cal State Fullerton women’s softball team breezed to a 11-5
win over No. 10 UCLA Tuesday in
Los Angeles.
The 11 runs scored by the Titans
set a new record for the most runs
against UCLA, easily passing the
previous high of seven in 1989.
It was also the second time in

four days that CSUF overcame
both a top 10 opponent and a first
inning delay in the same game. Saturday’s 5-4 win over No. 7 Missouri
was pushed back about 90 minutes
due to an umpiring conflict, and
Tuesday saw a 22-minute stoppage
in the bottom of the first when a
swarm of bees decided to help out
in center field.
The Titans (6-8) started well at
Easton Stadium from the get-go,
scoring a run in the top of the first,
thanks to an RBI single off the bat

of third baseman Eliza Crawford.
CSUF would pad their lead in the
third when designated player Desiree Ybarra connected for a two-run
home run, her second in the last
three games.
UCLA (13-2) would erase the
Titans’ 3-0 lead in the bottom
of the third inning via a two-run
home run by Bruin designated
player Jessica Hall and an RBI
single by Brittany Moeai.
SEE UPSET, 8

Cal State Fullerton professors
and students are contributing to
the research of Alzheimer’s disease
to determine possible drug treatments for the degenerative ailment.
The most common form of dementia is Alzheimer’s, though the
exact cause of this degenerative
disease has yet to be discovered,
according the Alzheimer’s Association website.
The website included that Alzheimer’s is the sixth-leading
cause of death in the U.S. with
more than five million people suffering from the disease.
Nilay Patel, Ph.D., biology
professor at CSUF, teaches cellular developmental biology and
conducts research on the role of
the Apolipoprotein E (ApoE)
genotype in Alzheimer’s disease.
This genotype is linked with the
decline in cognitive skills as a person ages.
“We basically grow cells in our
incubators and we make them
increase in numbers and then we

treat them with different drugs,”
said Patel.
Patel stops the incubation process after 24 hours of treatment to
analyze results, though it may take
anywhere from 48 to 72 hours.
”We extract the sample we are
desiring and look at how things
have changed because of the treatment,” Patel said.
In 2009, Patel received a grant
for nearly $1.3 million for stem
cell research from the California
Institute for Regenerative Medicine, according to CSUF.
Chris Ott, a graduate student
who works under Patel, is assisting
him in the Alzheimer’s research.
Ott focuses on how the ApoE
gene expression is affected by small
compounds that can pass through
the cell or act on the receptors on
the cell membrane surface.
He said researching ApoE is
important because it is the largest
genetic risk factor for Alzheimer’s
disease.
“It’s a protein that clears this
plaque from the brain, it clears it
by bringing it into cells within the
brain to break down the plaque
and also into the liver for the
plaque to be broken down,” said
Ott.
SEE DISEASE, 3
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Home Sale Activity
Fullerton home sales
have increased in both frequency and price in January compared to January of
2012.
The number of home
sales has increased to 32,
a 166.7 percent change
from last January. The median price of a home also
rose by 30 percent and was
recorded at $469,000.
The increase in home
sale activity mirrored last
year’s annual increase.
The number of home sales
rose by 15.5 percent in
2012, finishing at 291.
The median price of a
home slightly increased
from 2011 by 2.2 percent,
reaching $375,000 in 2012.
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It is Daily Titan policy to correct factual errors printed in the
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Opinion page will be corrected on that page. Corrections will also be
made to the online version of the article.
Please contact Editor-in-Chief David Hood at (805) 712-2811 or
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report any errors.

Undocumented
residents released
In an effort to save money
before the sequester, federal immigration officers have
released hundreds of immigrants from detention centers
around the country, according
to the New York Times.
The cases against the
detainees have not been
dropped and the immigrants
are only freed on a supervised
release, officials said.
The attempt to save money
by the federal government angered some Republicans, including Rep. Robert Goodlatte
of Virginia, who said the releases undermined the negotiations for immigration reform
and threatened public safety.
Officers began releasing
immigrants last week to prepare for the sequester set to
take place Friday.
However, officials did not
state whether they intend to
make any further cuts to their
programs.
The National Immigration
Forum estimated that the federal government spends between $122 and $164 per day
to detain an immigrant.
The organization stated that
other forms of detention could
range between 30 cents to
$14 per day.
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MAYOR:
Concern over
CollegeTown
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

The building located on State
College could become the future
site of a year-round, 200-bed
homeless shelter run by an organization that is yet to be determined.
The mayor also discussed his
concern with the process used to
choose the Fullerton location. He
said the fact that the county plan
did not have any alternative locations was “suspicious.”
Whitaker asked the county for
an extension on the purchase of
the property in January but was
denied. The board told Whitaker
that the city council has until the
end of the 150-day escrow to figure out what they will do. Since
then, six weeks have elapsed.

“People that
would be using it
and staying in the
area would have
a negative safety
impact.”
ERIC COULTER
Fullerton resident
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A discussion panel titled “Immigration & Justice
With(out) Borders” will be held
at Cal State Fullerton’s Pollak
Library on Thursday.
Featured speakers Shelley Wilcox and Robin D.G.
Kelley will explore the issues
surrounding border control as
well as undocumented workers and the working class.
The presentations will provide attendees with a deeper
look into the immigration issues beyond the mainstream
debate, according to Brady T.
Heiner, Ph.D, a CSUF assistant professor of philosophy.
“Given the community that
we have here, this is an important issue. Fullerton is fourth
in the nation for providing
bachelor’s degrees to Latino
students,” said Heiner, who
coordinated the event. “And
Latino students in the communities are very affected by this
issue.”
CSUF’s Division of Politics,
Administration and Justice,
and the philosophy and Chicana and Chicano Studies
departments are sponsoring
the panel that will take place
in Room 130.

“I really need people who feel
strongly, or are mostly impacted by
it,” Whitaker said. “I certainly will
do what I can to make sure your
voices are heard and make sure
those arguments are made.”
The town-hall meeting was held
to address any concerns from the

Brief by
ADRIAN GARCIA

Prop 36 allows
inmates to petition

ELEONOR SEGORA / For the Daily Titan

TOP & BOTTOM: Mayor Bruce Whitaker discusses his opposition toward
the Orange County Board of Supervisor’s proposed homeless shelter
plans in Fullerton Tuesday.

community regarding plans for
the CollegeTown plaza project between CSUF and Hope International and the proposed homeless
shelter.
Some residents believe the simultaneous implementation of
CollegeTown and a nearby homeless shelter were counter-intuitive.
“For the universities, with the
added housing and the added
parking facilities, the interactions
of the homeless shelter, people
that would be using it and staying
in the area would have a negative
safety impact,” said Eric Coulter, a
Fullerton resident.
Coulter added that he is not
against having a homeless shelter,
he just wants it to be in the right

location in order to be successful.
Most of the meeting was focused
on the proposed homeless shelter,
the CollegeTown project and the
recent transportation study.
CollegeTown, the mayor said,
will bring plaza space to the area
now occupied by Nutwood Avenue
at the expense of roadspace.
Attendees of the meeting criticized the possible commute issues
the Nutwood closure would cause.
The project could bring as much as
14,000 new livable units close to
the two campuses.
Whitaker also said he is opposed
to any sort of on-rails trolley system, as part of a proposed revamp
of transportation around CSUF,
favoring a modular system instead.

Approximately 2,700 inmates around the state who
are serving life sentences for
theft or drug possession along
with other crimes are able to
apply for resentencing, according to the Orange County
Register.
With the passing of Proposition 36, which reevaluates the
three-strikes law, inmates are
now able to petition a resentencing if their third strike was
a non-violent and non-serious
offense and if the judge determines that the new sentence
does not pose an unreasonable risk to the community’s
safety.
This will allow inmates
classified as non-violent and
non-serious to have another
chance at a lower sentence.
However, the proposition
maintains that inmates must
serve a life sentence if they
have prior convictions of child
molestation, rape or murder,
even if the third strike is nonviolent and non-serious.
Proposition 36 passed in
November with 69 percent in
favor.

Brief by
KRISTIN WISEMAN
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SHELTER: Proponents hope to
aid homeless community
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

Bales also mentioned there are
just as many crimes being committed against the homeless.
According to Bales, the crimes
surrounding Union Rescue Mission are primarily comprised of
petty crimes like jaywalking, stolen items from vehicles and drug
use, and major crimes like assault
and murder.
“Our Skid Row in LA is especially crime-filled with the density
of predators and struggling, desperate people experiencing homelessness,” Bales said.
Bales said he has hope his homeless shelter can make a change in
the community since Union Rescue Mission provides the means
for homeless people to become a
functioning members of society as
opposed to simply offering meals
and a bed for an evening.
“We absolutely enact positive change, teach responsibility
and focus on life transformation
through our one year long intense
recovery programs,” Bales said.
“We’ve decided to launch an even

stronger jobs program, as we believe the best way to end homelessness is a transformation for
life, a job, and then a home.”
Anaheim Police Sgt. Bob Dunn
said since Anaheim does not have
a homeless shelter; the city does
not keep any data that suggests
a correlation between homeless
shelters and crime.
“From experience as well as
some empirical data, there tends
to be additional calls for service in
areas where homeless congregate,”
he said.
Even though he could not comment on his personal approval
or disapproval of a new homeless shelter in the Fullerton area,
Dunn did say he approves of any
type of help that could be given to
the homeless population.
“Any kind of service we can
bring to the homeless population
of Orange County or Anaheim is
going to positively impact quality of life,” Dunn said. “Not just
for the people who utilize areas
in which homeless people choose
to congregate, but it also would
positively impact the quality of

life for the homeless individuals
themselves.”
One of the major arguments
voiced by residents against the
proposed location is its close proximity to CSUF, Troy High School
and Ladera Vista Junior High
School.
Mayor Bruce Whitaker has formally voiced his opposition to the
proposed homeless shelter at a
town hall meeting Tuesday.
He cited a lack of communication from the Orange County
Board of Supervisors during its
consideration of the Fullerton
site as the reason for his opposition.
The mayor said he is not opposed
to the need for a homeless shelter in
Fullerton, but has issues with how
the current site was chosen.
ROBERT HUSKEY / Daily Titan
TOP: Kim McKee, 25, and Jesse
Alcaraz, 25 wait outside the
National Guard Armory.
RIGHT: Two homeless men from sit
outside the Good Samaritan Center
in Fullerton on Tuesday.

HALFWAY HOMES IN ORANGE COUNTY

Source: Yellow Pages

HELP

WANTED

FREELANCE WRITERS
We are currently seeking article submissions from all
students with an interest in journalism and writing for
the Daily Titan. We are especially interested in students
who would like to become regular freelancers or
involved in the production process.

If interested, please contact:
ROBERT HUSKEY / Daily Titan

Chris Ott, a graduate student, places protein samples in a holding tray inside the lab in Dan Black Hall Tuesday.

DISEASE: Faculty and students
combine efforts for Alzheimer’s cure
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

Ott added that once it is determined how ApoE is regulated, drugs
can be introduced to fix the problem.
Out of the three types of ApoE,
the ApoE 4 has not been as effective
of clearing the plaque as desired said
Ott. Drugs are being created by researchers to reduce ApoE to see the

effects of how it is regulated.
The drug MT038 is being used
in this research and has been a major project on campus for the past
five years according to Ott.
MT038 has significantly decreased ApoE outside of the cell
which results in the low-density
lipoprotein (LDL) receptors increasing activity and bringing it

Ian Wheeler, Managing Editor
managing@dailytitan.com

David Hood, Editor-in-Chief

editorinchief@dailytitan.com

inside to clear the plaque.
According to Mayo Clinic, LDL
receptors are a blood-plasma that
carries cholesterol to cells and
tissue, and are also known as the
“bad cholesterol.”
Research for the MT038 project
is close to being complete and will
result in a publication within the
next few months.
VISIT US AT: DAILYTITAN.COM/NEWS
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SaVE students on campus

Act adopted by colleges will
take preventive measures
against sexual assault
KRISTIN WISEMAN
Daily Titan

Courtesy of MCT
Digital billboards are being employed more frequently by companies like Clear
Channel. Currently, there are 79 such billboards in the Los Angeles area alone.

Digital ads annoy,
but should still stay
STEPHANIE MERCADO
Daily Titan

Advertising has advanced over
the years; invasive stalking of personal histories on online shopping
and music sites have companies
specifically targeting me with discounted offers and paid subscriptions to a commercial-free Spotify
and Pandora.
While consumers are constantly
bombarded with advertisements,
we would all hope to see a mass
removal of these eyesores in both
the print and digital format. In Los
Angeles, a legal struggle continues
with advertising that straddles the
line between both.
According to the Los Angeles
Times, a 2006 legal settlement by the
Los Angeles City Council that allowed
Clear Channel and CBS Outdoor to
convert 840 existing billboards into
digital formats has been struck down
in an effort to remove electronic signs
of advertising pollution.
Because litigation is mixed up in
the mess of clearing up Los Angeles’s cityspace, Clear Channel is upset by the City Council’s regression
with technology, and is fighting to
keep the electronic signs throughout the city.
Yet, the removal of ads has now
become a source of actual advertising for these billboards; attention
unintentionally being drawn to
them.
Despite the fact that Clear
Channel has legal and technical
information backing their argument to keep up the signs, perhaps
the most troubling element of this
story is the city’s desire to reverse
an official decision. It’s difficult to
side with Clear Channel on this
one based solely on advertising
bias, but my morals suggest to say
that yes is yes and no is no.
In this case, it’s yes to keeping the
digital billboards and no to regretting a legalized decision.

Inconsistency is a dangerous
characteristic of the legal system.
Although I am entirely in support
of removing the annoying and visually impairing digital billboards,
I think it’s unfit in any situation
to suddenly change one’s mind
to the absolute opposing position that was meant to be avoided
in the first place. Imagine if this
habit of rethinking suddenly took
over our judicial foundations—to
the most extreme degree—because
no doubt someone would use it
against a claim.
Advertising has become such a
natural part of urban living that
everyone has nearly become numb
to it. It wasn’t until pop-ups began invading our social media and
online networks that we started to
notice the amount of advertising
incorporated into our lives from
print to internet.
It’s understandable why City
Council desires to rid themselves
of the commitment Los Angeles
now has to an advertising firm
such as that of Clear Channel, but
approval of the signs in the first
place was their mistake. The city
now suffers the consequences of
being legally tied to a minor city
disruption, but it has to be noted
that Los Angeles is already a victim to advertising pollution.
So, regardless, there’s no avoiding
it and we need to accept it.
Without any intention to seem
eccentric or even lazy, depending
on your perspective, I believe the
ruling to have digital billboards
invading our airspace should stay
in place, no matter how much of
a nuisance they may be. Cyber advertising should definitely have a
reevaluation in the future, altered
into a different approach for the
benefit of the consumer’s patience.
I stand by Clear Channel, but
only until internet advertising is
cleaned up—where most consumer
attention is placed now.

HEALTHY VOLUNTEERS NEEDED
For research study involving
measurement of hemoglobin.
If you are between 18-35 yrs old,
healthy and weigh 220 lbs or less,
you may be eligible to participate in a research
study with monetary compensation for your time.
Multiple blood draws and a fluid
infusion are required over the
90-120 minutes study period.
Please call for details.
Masimo Corp.
40 Parker Irvine, CA 92618
949-297-7137
CONTACT US AT: OPINION@DAILYTITAN.COM

We were once told that telling on
other people was wrong, but not this
time. Now, the silence will be broken.
The Campus Sexual Violence
Elimination Act (SaVE) represents a
turning point in handling sexual assaults on our nation’s campuses.
The reauthorization of this
act—which would require university campuses to provide proper
contact information, counseling
and health services—will help the
many victims of domestic violence, sexual assault, dating violence and stalking to become aware
that there is someone they can talk
to if they decide to press charges.
Campuses would provide victims
with information for counseling
health services and legal assistance,
allowing them to feel empowered
to report any sexual misconduct.
This act will give people a chance
to help prevent a sexual assault
from happening.
Holly Kearl, the program manager for the American Association
of University Women’s Legal Advocacy Fund, believes that “this act is
essential since most campuses need
to do much more to prevent sexual
assault.” On the organization’s website, she writes, “They need to penalize the perpetrators, and they need
to do more to help survivors.”
Not only does this help survivors,
but it holds perpetrators accountable.
These changes to campuses, implemented by the SaVE Act, benefit
the students and faculty alike. Options available to them include having the ability to obtain a restraining order, being assisted by campus

authorities, receiving counseling and
having help with avoiding a hostile
environment. It would also help
with giving educational programs
on issues of sexual assault, dating,
domestic violence and stalking.
The SaVE Act would benefit the
campuses more than it would limit
the rights of the alleged perpetrators.
There would be a fair trial, an investigation and a resolution performed
by officials who have received training on these issues. It does not limit
information on either side since
both parties would receive written
outcomes of all disciplinary actions
at the same time.
Instead of fearing that no help will
be available, this empowers the potential victim to report an act since there
will be action taken. No longer will
these assaults go unpunished, unreported or unresolved. Instead of staying silent about the sexual violence,
report it like the old saying goes: “See
something, say something.”

“No longer will
these assaults
go unpunished,
unreported or
unresolved.”
Currently, universities are required to take a course of action if a
sexual assault is reported. However,
there is no obligation to have a prevention policy. It’s time to change
the way universities go about handling reported sexual assaults.
S. Daniel Carter, former director of public policy for Security on
Campus Inc., believes that “by going
beyond traditional risk reduction

Courtesy of MCT
The SaVE Act requires schools to provide counseling and health services
for victims of sexual assault, domestic violence, and related incidents.

alone and covering primary prevention, consent, bystander, intervention and reporting options, we will
begin to change the culture of tolerance for sexual violence and the
silence that surrounds it.”
Sexual assault may lie in dimlylit alleys or dark corners—but it
can also be found in plain sight
in the form of a party, a dorm or
a classroom. Usually the victims
know their attackers but fail to
report them. This course of action
in reauthorizing the SaVE Act will
lower the possibility of students
becoming a victim.
These changes are good and reasonable for the universities to en-

force on campus. They call for fairness and justice instead of simply
taking care of the situation.
The SaVE Act will help make
these assaults happen less and less
until the fear of becoming a victim
is almost diminished.
Overall, this will lessen the fear
that a person may feel when in a situation that could lead to a sexual assault. People will feel safe reporting
it and help the campus become safer.
It will provide closure and a sense of
empowerment if they know the situation is taken care of.
There will be a chain reaction of
reporting incidents instead of silence
stemming from humiliation.

Courtesy of MCT

While Indiana, Alabama and Virginia pass legislation to add provisions onto abortion laws, New York’s Gov. Andrew Cuomo pushes for reduction in restrictions.

Legislation creates scars that never heal
AMANDA ZIVE
Daily Titan

In most cases, the Supreme Court
is seen as the law of the land, but
there has been a lot of talk about
one case in particular: Roe v. Wade.
In this case, the clear rulings were
that a woman may privately have an
abortion during her first trimester
without interference from the state,
and that it was an unconstitutional
violation of the Due Process Clause
of the 14th Amendment to prevent
such actions.
But now states have started
finding ways around these monumental standings by proposing
legislation that would close down
many clinics, and make abortions
more uncomfortable and emotionally damaging. Indiana has a
proposed bill that would require
non-surgical clinics to maintain
the same equipment necessary to
run a full surgical medical facility.
Since many of the abortion clinics
are run by nonprofit organizations,
legislators know that they won’t be
able to produce the funds to comply with these new regulations,
and will be forced to shut down.
The clinics will become fewer
and farther between, making it
more difficult, especially for someone with a very low income, to be

able to use the facilities.
Another part of this disturbing
bill is the requirement for all women to have an ultrasound before receiving the medicinal abortion. Regardless of age or the nature of her
pregnancy, she would be required
to submit to an early stage ultrasound, while the technician locates
and identifies the fetus.
An ultrasound done before eight
weeks generally has to be a transvaginal ultrasound because of the
lack of substantial physical development, which cannot be detected
by a standard ultrasound. These ultrasounds will add severe costs that
will have to come from either the
patients or the providers.
It will also add a level of humiliation intended to persuade against
this procedure.
Other states including Alabama
and Virginia have already passed
similar restricting legislation while
Texas laws state that not only does
an ultrasound have to be done, but
a description of the image must be
provided to the patient.
These laws are forcing women
to see their role as a creator in an
attempt to prevent them from being able to destroy this part of
themselves. Yet, a steady decrease
in abortions throughout the 1990s
in states with conservative laws, as

well as the more liberal ones, illustrates that it isn’t just the laws that
determines abortion rates.
What the laws will do is make
an emotional, moral dilemma more
complicated and harder to move
on from. Lawmakers who support
this legislation hope that during the
ultrasound, the little bubble visible
on the screen at the early stages of
development will effectively deter a
woman set on having an abortion.
In reality, by the time a woman
has gone to an abortion clinic, it’s
generally past the time of consideration, so these restrictions are made
to emotionally punish and scar
individuals. In truth, an abortion
is safer than childbirth, tenfold.
Whether the reasoning is physical,
financial or an emotional burden,
no woman should be coerced into
unwanted childbirth.
The topic also brings about a
troubling thought: Are anti-abortion
laws that question women’s rights a
trend that is sweeping the nation?
The 92 anti-abortion motions
that passed in 2011 might make it
appear that way. One state in particular stands out against the trend,
one with a similar political history
and tendency as California; leading the way in progressive action is
New York.
Gov. Andrew Cuomo released

a new plan to revise abortion laws
giving more rights to women. The
highly criticized revision would allow for late-term abortions for extenuating circumstances.
A late-term abortion is classified
as after 24 weeks of gestation, and
is not protected by previous rulings. After the 24th week, though,
the fetus has formed a translucent
skin, the brain, lungs. Sensors have
begun developing.
Though highly criticized, Cuomo
stands by his proposed law, arguing
that there are situations that would
require medical intervention. New
York is the only state pushing for this
extreme reduction to restrictions.
As the debate heats up between
the conservative and liberal standpoints, the question of whether or
not changes will be seen in California
will be raised. California has a tradition of voting for Democrats but has
dense conservative populations.
California is certainly not following the conservative states in
lowering restrictions, but it is also
not following the extreme lifting
of restrictions like New York. Currently, California is working on
legislation to be the fifth state to
lift restrictions on who is able to
provide abortions, making the procedure more accessible, especially
in low income areas.
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Quartet digs deeper at Becker
STEPHANIE MERCADO
Daily Titan

Courtesy of the Music Department
Rinde Eckert’s career has led to several grammy nominations, as well as a win for Best Small Ensemble Performance.

An eclectic combination of the arts
Whether it be dance, song
or literature, nothing is out
of reach for this performer
ANDY LUNDIN
Daily Titan

When it comes to pinpointing
the exact phrase that describes
works done by an artist or performer, Rinde Eckert can make
this a difficult task.
Eckert’s artistic versatility can be
considered a cultivation of a musical, play and/or opera.
Expect Eckert to combine more
than just one of his theatrical methods in his upcoming solo performance, Becoming Unusual … The
Education of an Eclectic at Cal State
Fullerton’s New Music Festival.
Director of the annual New Music Festival, Pamela Madsen, Ph.D.,
named “Voice in the 21st Century”
as this year’s theme.
The New Music Festival, celebrating its 12th anniversary, focuses on composers who can sing,
which fits perfectly within Eckert’s
realm of expertise.
The performance will be held at
the Meng Concert Hall. Madsen
believes the hall’s lighting and room
capacity will showcase Eckert’s performance to its fullest potential.
Eckert, a Grammy award winner
and Pulitzer Prize finalist, describes
his career as 30 years worth of
“fiercely interdisciplinary” projects.
Many of these projects’ inspiration stems from other existing narratives, such as Moby Dick and The

Divine Comedy.
Becoming ... Unusual: The Education of an Eclectic draws from
Eckert’s artistic experiences and
older inspirations.
“Lately I’ve been trying to disrupt the axiomatic narratives that
run me, hoping to dislodge the
more ungenerous inhabitants of my
psyche. A look at the roads taken
was in order,” Eckert said.

“It’s an evolving
concert. No two
of them will be
the same.”
RINDE ECKERT
Performer
Eckert will not only use a heavy
array of performance techniques to
communicate his story on stage,
but will also utilize an equally wide
spectrum of life inspirations.
Eckert said students can expect to
hear, “songs my father sang when I
was a kid, some songs from my classical education, a folk song or two
from my coffee house days, songs
and monologues from early pieces,
more recent pieces and pieces I’m
working on now.”
The performance will not only
be unique in what is performed and
executed, but also in how Eckert

approaches each piece.
“It’s an evolving concert. No two
of them will be the same ... I like
to keep it open. I sometimes perform songs I had no intention of
performing. So, each performance
is unique,” Eckert said.
Another interesting aspect to the
performance will be Eckert’s use of
film during the performance, which
he says will be a collage of some of
his wilder moments in theater.
Next year’s New Music Festival
will borrow Eckert’s idea of incorporating multimedia within the
performance.
Madsen and the rest of the performers from this year’s festival are set
to elect which performers they think
would best fit within that theme.
Becoming Unusual … The Education of an Eclectic required Eckert
to take an introspective look at his
life’s work.
Eckert said that he expected to
feel nostalgic during it’s creation.
However, this was not the case.
“It’s been great to look back and
see how far I’ve come from where
I started, and yet how close I am
to how I used to be. Turns out I’m
living that history,” said Eckert.
Eckert hopes the audience becomes surprised and engaged by
its strangeness, and leaves the
performance understanding the
beauty of becoming lost in oneself.
Eckert’s performance Becoming
Unusual … The Education of an
Eclectic can be seen at the Clayes
Performing Arts Center Saturday
at 8 p.m.

Fullerton honors 3 years of art
KAITLYN THOMPSON
Daily Titan

Varying forms of artistic expression and performance billow from
venues. Savory aromas sail through
the air, enticing passersby adorned
with walking shoes, and pour out
into the streets, actively absorbing
their surroundings.
The Downtown Fullerton Art
Walk, which occurs the first Friday
of every month, will celebrate its
third anniversary Friday.
The celebration will comprise of
a wide variety of art, ranging from
musical and performing arts to installations.
Local Fullerton galleries, businesses and artists invite the Orange
County and Los Angeles County
communities to join in on the fun.
Regardless of weather conditions, the event will take place from
6 to 10 p.m.
With an Art Walk map in hand,
visitors are led on a self-guided tour
throughout downtown. However,
the third anniversary of the Art Walk
will return to the heart of the Fullerton Museum Plaza.
The plaza is located off of E.
Wilshire Ave, between N. Harbor
Blvd. and N. Pomona Ave.
The 1.2 acre space, nestled around
the Fullerton Museum Center, is
flanked with colorful event banners,
entry monuments, arches and an
outdoor stage, and will sets the scene
for Friday’s event.

Live music and dance, interactive
art and theater, live art demonstrations, a gourmet food-truck “roundup” and even a beer and wine garden
will be featured this year.
CF Dance Academy, Hibbleton
Gallery, Bookmachine, Fullerton Museum Center, Secret City Comic Society, Share & Do Good, Tranquil Tea
Lounge and many other attractions
will be found in the heart of the plaza.
Sabrina and Armina Contreras,
co-owners and designers of mixed
media gallery Artology, have supported art in Fullerton for over 15 years.
They began participating in the Art
Walk since it first came to fruition.
The two believe that guests are
drawn in by the unexpected ways
art is shown. Sabrina and Armina
actively encourage artists to be a part
of the experience.
“I hope visitors will be affected by
the Art Walk movement and will be
happy to have art in their community
and take time for art,” Sabrina said.
According to Kelly Chidester, Fullerton Museum Center’s cultural and
events operations assistant, the Fullerton Museum Center is proud to be a
part of the event and is dedicated to the
promotion of arts in the community.
“The Downtown Fullerton Art
Walk is unique because it is a coalition of over 30 independent galleries and businesses that come together
every first Friday in the name of art,”
Chidester said. “Participating venues
offer free art activities and exhibition
openings, all within walking distance
of each other.”

Owner of boutique Share & Do
Good, Lilly Tokuyama, is excited to
be a part of this community event.
Tokuyama’s boutique incorporates artistic beauty and individualistic expression, while stressing philanthropic ideals.
“Share & Do Good is a giving
boutique,” Tokuyama said. “I ask
all of my artists to donate a portion
of their sales to those who are less
fortunate. Living in Southern California, we’re all pretty fortunate, so
I think it’s important to give back.”
Trish Chan, one of Tokuyama’s
featured illustrators, will donate 50
percent of her sales to the National
Alliance for Mental Illness.
Whether it’s purchasing a bag
handcrafted by women who were
victims of human trafficking or a
candle created in Nashville by a
homeless individual, Tokuyama
makes sure that proceeds make it
back to those in need.
In celebration of Fullerton Art
Walk’s third Anniversary, Tokuyama
will invite Solid T, a screen printing social enterprise that works with
those less fortunate, to help teach
and develop screen printing skills.
Whether you love art or music or
are just in it for the food and drinks,
this event will accommodate everyone’s interests.
This Friday’s celebration will have
a little bit of everything to keep art
enthusiasts coming back for more.
For more information check out the
Downtown Fullerton Art Walk website at www.FullertonArtWalk.com

Many rock bands have struggled
at settling into a music genre. Over
time, some have branched out and
found themselves in a series of
greyed-out categories.
The Southern California alternative rock band Castles in Air is
no exception.
From in-home jam sessions
to on-stage church gigs, Castles
in Air’s drummer Joshua Dunn,
guitarist Taylor Haenny, bassist
Andrew Hoch and guitarist and
lead singer Chris Picco had quiet
beginnings as their music project
grew.
Just a year into their professional musical endeavor, Castles
in Air officially used their 2011
Christmas EP as their progressive
forefront into an alternative rock
and grunge pop mix.
“We’re trying to move into the
accessible alternative rock. So,
now you’ve got Mumford and
Sons, you’ve got The Lumineers,
who are considered rock, but not
really rock—but are in the pop
genre,” Haenny said.
With influences like Mute
Math, Radiohead, the Foo Fighters, Switchfoot and Nirvana, their
change in sound and style is optimistic of the band’s direction

to better reflect these bands. Not
only does Castles in Air aspire to
alter content and composition, the
band seeks to affect the influence
they may have on listeners.
Castles in Air is set to tour outside the country for their first time
to Australia’s Easterfest.
Eager to step foot onto new territories to gain a broader fan demographic, Castles in Air aims to
share a message in the process.
Emphasizing the band name is
not “Castles in the Air,” Haenny
shared the name’s roots as a phrase
stumbled upon with greater meaning than a figurative fairy-tale visual.
“If you are to be somebody’s
castles in air, you’re kind of their
hope. You are to be what they
hope for in life.” said Haenny. “So
if you’re someone’s castles in air,
it’s more than hope. It’s like what
they think of when they think of
the ideal life.“
Alongside the metaphorical title, the band hopes to follows the
same pattern in their lyrical content as well.
Confident of their impression,
Castles in Air’s music is geared
from their personal lives to create
an emotional performance that enlightens reality without transcending it into extremes.
With music to inspire and
topic sensitive issues in an uncon-

ventional manner, Castles in Air
writes from emotion.
Every band member’s contribution is important for Castles in
Air’s direction, encouraging Picco
to feel transparent with an audience who can understand the message of a song.
Castles in Air’s music targets a
younger audience, as many songs
speak of trials of grief, confusion
and joy.
They seek to incorporate insight and their own perspective
into their work.
“[They’re] more realistic songs
about real-life events, whether that
be relationships going the wrong
way, or life throwing you curve
balls, or something being so amazing that it makes you really happy
… a realistic idea of what your life’s
turning out to be,” said Haenny.
From modest church beginnings to a west coast tour in the
U.S. and an Australian tour, Castles in Air is extending its fanbase
to Orange County on Wednesday
afternoon at Cal State Fullerton’s
Becker Amphitheater.
Ready to perform for a crowd that
better reflects their target audience,
Castles in Air are grateful for the opportunity to play at Becker.
“It doesn’t matter if it’s to two people or two thousand, I freaking love
playing,” Haenny said.

First play
takes off
with Five
Flights
KRISTIN WISEMAN
Daily Titan

The Hallberg Theatre at Cal
State Fullerton opened its doors to
Five Flights, a play by Adam Bock
and directed by James R. Taulli,
on Friday.
Five Flights is a play featuring
two siblings forced to decide what
to do with their inherited aviary.
The siblings, Tom and Adele, are
conflicted with the decision.
The audience is immersed into
a situation that makes them think
of the aviary’s fate.
The play was produced by
CSUF students of the Theatre
Department and showcases their
strengths and abilities in delivering a well-developed production.
The overall design of the stage
and lighting created a mysterious
atmosphere.
In addition to the play’s main plot
about the aviary, characters also developed their own side stories.
But throughout it all, the audience is plagued with the question
of what will happen with the aviary.
Each character, depending on
the situation, had something different in mind.
Lorraine Holmes was one attendee
who thought the story and layered
plot was a nice surprise compared to
what she was expecting.
“When I see a play I am expected to follow what is being said and
done rather than thinking for myself what I would have done,” said
Lorraine Holmes. “Depending on
the situation, I know it wouldn’t
be the same answer for every person but it would still leave me
wondering what I would have
done with the aviary.”
With sister-in-law Jane and
Adele’s best friend Olivia, audiences see the various possible fates
for the aviary, which include tearing it down and building on it or
it being used as a church.
Each person wants to do something different with Tom and
Adele’s deceased father’s aviary or
cage- shaped house built for their
mother to house her soul in the
form of a wren.
Five Flights incorporates the
themes of loss, rejection, fear and love
along with a garnish of comedy to
keep the material fresh and flowing.

Courtesy of Leonard Suryajaya
A story and situation that will leave audiences wondering what they would do.

The performance of the entire
cast was flawless.
They captured the audience
from beginning to end.
The play was constantly drawing
them at the edge of their seats, eager to see what happens next.
Attendee Astrid Plane was very
impressed by the characters and
how they developed their roles.
“I really liked the level of acting. I like the way the actors were
all very committed to their roles
and I felt them giving 110 percent
to their character, and I believed
their characters,” said Plane.

“I like the way the
actors were all
very committed
to their roles.”
ASTRID PLANE
Five Flights audience member

The acting skills helped to make
a captivating story.
Plane said that the play made
her think more than she thought
it would.
Five Flights revolved around the
aviary’s fate however, the incorporation of the sub plot of love between Tom and Ed lightened the
grief and decision of the family on

their father’s aviary that was built
for their deceased mother.
“The play was interesting, I
liked how it wasn’t all about the
sadness of the father but instead
it reminded us that life still moves
on,” Holmes said.
The blooming relationship between Tom and Ed gave the audience a new hope and shows that
while life does move on it also represents letting go of the past.
This relationship between the
two plays an important role that
affects the fate of the aviary.
The themes of the play were unexpected and surprising. This helped
to build anticipation toward the final
decision of the siblings.
“The play was not what I expected,“ said Yasminda Flores, 18,
a criminal justice major at CSUF.
Five Flights surprised the audience and captured the interest
through comical dialogue and
monologues.
“It was shocking, [but] it was really
good,” Flores said. “I would recommend this play, I had a good time.”
The performance brought out
aspects of grief and loss, but countered it with laughter and love.
It captured the essence of each
character’s voice and encouraged
the audience to stop and think.
It achieved the perfect balance of
comedy and tragedy while maintaining the audience’s attention.
Five Flights runs until March 17
at the Hallberg Theatre. Tickets are
on sale at the box office for $11 or
$10 with advance Titan Discount.
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Infamous crimes taped in color
at Grand Central Art Center
‘Elite Deviance’ showcases
the dark side of power and
wealth with vibrant shades
KRISTEN CERVANTES
Daily Titan

Art collaborative Brad Kuhl and
Monique Leyton will unveil their
newest most colorful and thoughtprovoking creations in the upcoming exhibit “Elite Deviance.”
Five of Kuhl and Leyton’s pieces
will be showcased at the Grand Central Art Center in Santa Ana March
2 through May 12.
“Elite Deviance” is sure to stimulate viewers’ eyes and minds with its
display of vibrant-colored tape and
popular media stories.
“The world that you enter in with
the pieces is colorful, it’s like candy,”
Kuhl said.
The artists’ interest in politics
and what’s going on in the world
inspired many of the pieces in
“Elite Deviance.”
“Criminal mentality isn’t just …
guns, car crashes, things like that,”
Leyton said. “There is more than
just what the five o’clock news shows
you that is also going on behind the
scenes, that is legal, and there’s questions and so maybe we should be informed about it.”
Kuhl and Leyton found that the
news was a good topic for their pieces because it’s relatable and universal.
Kuhl and Leyton bring something
unique to the art world—the collaborative’s inspiration stems from
obscure and popular subjects in the
media and use tape as their medium
to convey that message.
“We liked how the tape associated with police tape and ideas blossomed from there of what to make,”
Leyton said.
The enormous works of tape on paper are something to be seen up close

and far away.
“The pieces are on a scale that you
can experience them from a distance
and up close and have the entire
piece encompass you,” Leyton said.
One of those grand pieces is, “I
just want to focus on my salad: Martha Stewart.”
The artwork shows Stewart in
a press conference surrounded by
news reporters in vibrant shades of
red, blue and yellow.
“You have Martha Stewart, who
already had a lot of money, and it
was interesting, like why would she
really bother partaking in crime,”
Kuhl said.

“We liked how
the tape associated with police
tape and ideas
blossomed.”
MONIQUE LEYTON
Co-artist of “Elite Deviance”

“Most of the people in this were
pretty well off, well some of them
because of their crime,” Kuhl said.
“It was interesting thinking about
their motives.”
“Elite Deviance” depicts wellknown subjects during their worst
times. The exhibit isn’t intended to
highlight their faults, but to question their motives.
“Part of what I was interested in
with the work was that we weren’t
sort of doing it in a way that like
these are five bad people, but we
were exploring sort of more why did

they do this,” Kuhl said.
Leyton stated that they are in no
way passing judgement on them or
saying that they’re wrong.
Even though Kuhl and Leyton enjoyed creating “Elite Deviance,” “Jack
Abramoff” is one of their favorites.
“That piece, I felt, was a huge
transition in when we were working
and figuring out how we were going
to do things,” Leyton said.
The artwork displays the former
lobbyist solemnly walking away from
a large group of people. The monotone look on Abramoff’s face is seen
through a mixture of different hues.
“Jack Abramoff” is also a favorite
of Carol Jazzar, owner of the selfnamed art gallery in Miami, Fla.
Jazzar has known Khul and Leyton
since the beginning of their career.
She said “Elite Deviance” will attract a younger audience because the
pieces are fresh and bright.
“They’re technique is very abstract,” Jazzar said.
Kuhl and Leyton hope observers
experience “Elite Deviance” with an
open mind and consider the different
layers to each piece.
“(Elite Deviance) is a new transition,” Leyton said. “I think of
what I want the viewers to experience, but I kind of want them to
feel something.”
The artistic duo from Miami has
come a long way since meeting in high
school and later creating art in college.
Kuhl and Leyton have the natural ability to work together on
every piece— a skill many artists
consider difficult.
“Our collaboration has always
been a complete fusion,” Leyton said.
They are also in the middle of trying to use new material, but plan on
working with something that is still
adhesive like tape.
The exhibit may be their last body
of work with tape for quite some time.
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VIDEO GAME: Poorly delivered
RAYMOND MENDOZA
Daily Titan

Aliens: Colonial Marines
Fans of the Aliens franchise had
a treat once; it was the notion of
a good video game based on the
colonial marines of the Aliens film.
The long and troubled development of the game was met with
hope during every announcement,
and fans clamored for a game that
was so good it would make a hard
case for Sgt. Apone to smile earnestly.
Unfortunately for those who
own the game, this was not the case.
The final product of Aliens:
Colonial Marines failed to live up
to the expectations of not only
fans of the films, but video game
publications such as IGN, which
claimed, “At its worst, it simply
feels unfinished—which is a surprise given how long it’s been in
development.”
This statement is proving to be
true. Internet footage of a xenomorph (the scientific term of the
“aliens”) stuck in a wall is making
the rounds complete with goofy
music.
Common complaints also touch
on xenomorphs disappearing
when killed instead of having full
death animations.
The plot is average at best, with
the camaraderie of your fellow
marines making for an interesting
“brothers and sisters in arms” type
story. While searching the remains
of the Sulaco (the ship from James
Cameron’s Aliens film), the player
is then ambushed by xenomorphs
and mercenaries from the ominous
Weyland Yutani company.
There are very few twists and
surprises. The game’s storytelling
lacks excitement.
The xenomorph ambushes are
easily defendable and even Weyland Yutani mercenaries are nothing more than a minor annoyance.
The biggest offenders of poor
gameplay are the boss fights; one
includes a disappointing power

Courtesy of MCT

loader fight that feels less like
Aliens and more like the clunky
mechanics of a robot built from
old lawn mower parts.
There is a big, redeeming quality of the game, thanks to Easter
eggs on various aspects of the alien
universe (including a nod to Ridley
Scott’s Alien prequel Prometheus).
Throughout the game are chances
to pick up weapons and dog tags
from the crew of Aliens, and it’s a
fun snippet to include items like
“Hick’s shotgun.”
Fans of the movies will at least
get a kick out of using the weapons of their favorite marines, but
the nostalgia wears off once the
player realizes that difference between Hick’s shotgun and a regular one are purely cosmetic.
The voice acting is, however,
top notch. Witty banter and wartime orders come off as realistic
and informative as the A.I. will
alert you to incoming enemies.
Marine companions Sgt. O’Neal
and Private Bella have some endearing jarhead/relationship chit
chat, and the voice acting of Lance
Henriksen as the ever eerie android, Bishop.
The multiplayer aspect of the
Colonial Marines is amusing,
mostly when playing as the xenomorphs since they offer the coolest
weapon of all: fear.
These aliens give players more
control over terrain, speed and

even variation of attacks. Adding
all of these aspects together can
make the marine team cower together in a corner.
Xenomorph players can choose
to use simple slash attacks, spit
acid or even lurk in the shadows
for sneak attacks. Unfortunately,
the marines have the same amount
of choices in the campaign, so
there isn’t much advantage for being a human player.
The overall presentation of the
multiplayer is decent enough but
still lacking compared to other
first person shooters such as Halo
or Call of Duty.
The best thing that can be said
about the game is that it is actually
pretty fun. The story and graphics
may be weak, but gunning down
swarms of xenomorphs can be fun
and a nice way to switch off one’s
brain.
Nothing says “fun” like shooting xenomorphs, seeing the acid
blood splatter against another
marine’s armor and hearing all of
the familiar radar and gun sounds
from Aliens. That might be worth
playing the game in itself.
However, the game ultimately
fails to live up to the six-plus
years of development hype, much
like Duke Nukem Forever. Yes,
the game is kind of fun, but that
aspect alone is not enough to be
worth the $60 price tag.
Game over, man. Game over.

FESTIVAL: A ‘collective cleansing’ of music
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

Madsen composed “Big Basin:
The Song of the Redwood Tree,”
which features voice, piano and
large ensemble parts.
The composition is based on a
Walt Whitman poem, which personifies redwood trees reminiscing
their lives.
“Big Basin” will be performed
by the CSUF New Music Ensemble, with Pamela Younger on
piano and music faculty member
Mark Goodrich on vocals.
“My part involves both singing
and dramatic speaking,” said Goodrich. “For my part, as a singer
and vocal instructor, I am used to
singing in performance, but the
dramatic speaking required for this
work is something new for me.”
Madsen’s work will also feature
a piece for solo voice for Lisa Bielawa, a 2009 Rome Prize winner
for musical composition.
Bielawa’s works have been performed across the United States
and Europe.

Bielawa will perform “a collective cleansing” for solo voice.
She will also perform “Recitations for Five Voices” accompanied by Tony Arnold and CSUF
New Music Ensemble members
Cassie Venaglia, Cassie Parmenter
and Kaleigh Schiro.
The New Music Ensemble will
also perform a piece by avantgarde composer John Zorn called
“Cobra.”
The piece will be performed
along with soundscape, an ensemble made up of faculty and guests
that perform around the world.
Chinary Ung, an award winning composer and is the guest
composer in residence at CSUF,
will perform his works “Spiral XI”
and “Seven Mirrors.”
Ung will participate in a performance with the Del Sol String
Quartet and another with the CSUF
Symphony Orchestra this Sunday.
Students will have the opportunity to participate in lectures and
workshops with Ung and Bielawa.
The lectures are Saturday in the

THE CITY OF LA MIRADA
IS HIRING!!!!
Splash! Aquatics Positions
Swim Instructor/Lifeguard - $15.83 - $20.69 per hour
Swim Instructor - $12.91 - $18.25 per hour
Lifeguard - $12.91 - $18.25 per hour
Aquatic Aide - $8.80 - $10.94 per hour
Closing Date: Mon., March 4, 2013 at 5:00 p.m.

Cashier - $11.13 - $17.64 per hour
Closing Date: Mon., March 11, 2013 at 5:00 p.m.,
or when 150 apps. are recieved.

Visit www.cityoflamirada.org for details.
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Clayes Performing Arts Center
and admission is free.
In addition to a lecture, Ung
will moderate a roundtable discussion on the topic of Voice in the
21st Century along with Tony Arnold and others.
“I think it’s great that they have
all these performances for students to see on campus and they
don’t cost as much as they would
at some other places,” said Jackie
Cauley, a business administration
major at CSUF.
The CSUF New Music Ensemble will be held in Meng Concert
Hall Feb. 28 at 8 p.m. Tickets are
$15 for general admission and $13
for seniors citizens.
CSUF students and faculty and
can purchase tickets at the Clayes
Performing Arts Center box office
or online at the College of the Arts
website.

COMPOSERS
Lisa Bielawa

2009 Rome Prize winner
for Musical Composition

Chinary Ung

Winner of the Grawemeyer
Award—often thought of as
the Nobel prize for music
composition

Tony Arnold

Placed first in the15th Annual
Louise D. McMahon International Music Competition

Ken Ueno

2010 and 2011 Berlin Prize
winner, 2006 and 2007
Rome Prize winner
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Women’s basketball looks to
put pressure on Big West foes
Coming off a 1-9 stretch,
the Titans still have hopes
to make conference tourney
GABY MARTINEZ
Daily Titan

Coming off a colossal 60-42
win over UC Davis on Saturday,
the Cal State Fullerton women’s
basketball team (8-18, 4-10 Big
West) looks to continue their winning ways Thursday against UC
Santa Barbara at 5:30 p.m. in their
home court of Titan Gym.
CSUF will follow that game
with another home contest on Saturday at 3 p.m. vs. Cal Poly San
Luis Obispo. Both games open
doubleheaders with the men’s basketball team, which plays following each women’s game.
Sophomore guard Chante Miles
leads the team with 10.5 points per
game and in free throw shooting,
at 77 percent. Miles also leads the
team in minutes per game with 31.
Senior center Lauren Bushong
leads the team with 43 percent
field goal shooting. Freshman
guard Annie Park has played well
for the team in the eight games
she has started. She has shot 39
percent from the field (45 percent from behind the arc) and a
73 percent from the free throw
line. Sophomore forward Kathleen Iwuoha leads the team in rebounds per game with 7.2.
The Titans will certainly be
challenged in these upcoming
contests in their own conference.
The UC Santa Barbara Gauchos
(8-6 Big West) are fourth in the
Big West. The Cal Poly game will
also test the Titans, as the Mustangs have a stellar 10-4 Big West
record, good enough for second
place.
They are behind only the Uni-

versity of the Pacific Tigers, who
have played one more game than
the Mustangs.
The Gauchos are led by senior
forward Sweets Underwood in
numerous statistical categories,
including points per game (12.3),
field goal percentage (49.6 percent), rebounds per game (9.3),
and minutes per game (32.7). Underwood has started in all 26 of
the Gauchos’ games.
The Gauchos are coming off
a 66-55 victory over Cal State

Titans will have a
chance to make
the Big West tournament, as they
are just one win
away from the
eighth and final
playoff spot.
Northridge on Saturday. Underwood was again the story for the
Gauchos as she played one of the
best games of the season, posting
19 points, 20 boards, three assists
and one steal.
In their previous matchup on
Feb. 2nd, UCSB defeated CSUF
by a score of 60-50. In the win,
the Gauchos extended a 40 game
winning streak. UCSB started off
the game well, but eventually let
the Titans back in the game.
The teams were tied halfway
through the second half when reserves Jackie Luna-Castro, Kendra

Morrison, Jasmine Ware, Madeline Campbell and Destini Mason
began playing the game. They led
the Gauchos to the 10 point victory over the Titans.
After their game against the
Gauchos, the Titans will have
another difficult challenge ahead
of them with their home game
against Cal Poly San Luis Obispo
on Saturday.
The Mustangs are riding a
three-game winning streak. Before
playing the Titans, Cal Poly will
play at UC Riverside on Thursday
afternoon.
Junior center Molly Schlemer
leads the team in field goal percentage (56.3 percent), points per
game (12.6) and total blocks (18).
Sophomore guard Ariana Elegado
leads the team in minutes per
game (31.2) and three point percentage (37.7 percent). She also
has converted on 69.7 percent of
her free throw attempts.
In their last game against each
other, the Mustangs demolished
the Titans with a 78-40 win on
Jan. 31. The game was 33-24 at
halftime, but Cal Poly came out
very strong offensively in the second half, scoring 45 points.
Schlemer had 19 points, which
gave her seven straight games scoring in double digits. The Titans
played uncharacteristically poor
defense in that game.
The Titans still have a chance to
make the Big West tournament, as
they are just one win away from
the eighth and final playoff spot.
The Titans are battling UC Riverside and UC Irvine for it.
For more information on the
women’s basketball team, schedule for the rest of the season, and
tickets for the last two remaining
home games, visit FullertonTitans.com.

This Just In
JUSTIN ENRIQUEZ

Rousey can make women’s MMA
biggest female sport in the world
History was made this weekend
just a short drive down the 57 south
from Cal State Fullerton.
UFC 157 took place on Saturday
in front of a sellout crowd at Anaheim’s Honda Center, with the main
event featuring two female fighters
in a championship tilt. This marked
the first time that two women had
ever battled in the “octagon,” and
with the entire world watching, they
took center stage.
The fight may have only lasted
one round but that round showcased
dramatic back-and-forth action from
both fighters. Early on, the heavy favorite Ronda “Rowdy” Rousey found
her foe Liz Carmouche on her back
trying to sink in a rear-naked choke.
However, Rousey shook Carmouche
off of her back and took control of
the fight. With about a minute to go
in the round, it was clear that Rousey
was attempting her signature move
-the armbar- and forced Carmouche
to tap out with only 11 seconds to
go in the round. Rousey successfully
defended her UFC bantamweight
championship title.
With the victory, Rousey remained undefeated (7-0)—all first
round victories, and all by the way
of the armbar. Through Rousey, the
sport of women’s MMA has not only
put female fighters in the forefront,
but also has created a bonafide superstar to lead the sport to new heights
not ever seen before. I believe that
Rousey can single-handedly make
women’s MMA the most popular
sport for females.
Another female fighter that
reached the 7-0 mark may have initially changed the mind of diehard
fans about women in the sport. Five
years ago on national television,
Gina “Conviction” Carano demolished Kaitlyn Young in a bout for the
now defunct EliteXC organization.
Carano had a great skill set with great
work ethic and the looks to match.

Much of the same can be said
about Rousey when she was featured
in last year’s ESPN The Magazine’s
“The Body Issue.” Her sex appeal,
however, is outmatched by her competitive nature and will to win. In
addition to the UFC women’s bantamweight championship and an
undefeated record in MMA, she took
home a bronze medal in the 2008
Olympics in Beijing in the sport of
judo. Rousey also stated that a career
in MMA for her would not be possible if it weren’t for Carano.
Rousey is fast becoming one of
MMA’s biggest stars. Nothing makes
this more apparent than the fact that
Rousey is the single reason that the
UFC ever even considered having a
women’s fight. Outspoken president
of the organization, Dana White, had
made comments for years that UFC
will never have women competing.
This all changed months ago as
Rousey took home her first championship in the now-defunct Strikeforce organization. White saw potential in Rousey as a superstar, and even
made comments in December that
the women’s bantamweight division
in the UFC would essentially be “the
Ronda Rousey show.”
Since Rousey’s introduction to the
UFC, White has been nothing but
supportive and has pushed Rousey
into the spotlight as the representative of women’s MMA in the organization. This is a far cry from his initial
comments that there would never be
a women’s fight in the organization.
Rousey was not the only interesting story regarding women’s
MMA in that cage, as her opponent
brought another dimension to the
historic event. Carmouche, Rousey’s
opponent, was the first-ever openly
gay fighter to step into the UFC’s octagon. Carmouche is openly lesbian
and a veteran of the Marines who
served when the “don’t ask, don’t
tell” policy was in effect. White has

been very vocal with praise for Carmouche and her bravery regarding
her sexual orientation.
The fight at the Honda Center on
Saturday amounted to the highest
attendance there has ever been for a
UFC event there with 15,525 in the
arena. This is especially staggering
when taking into consideration that
the UFC has held many events in the
same venue, including their very first
nationally televised free event UFC
on Fox in November 2011. Though
final pay-per-view numbers will not
be released for a couple days, all indications point to very strong numbers
that even eclipse the UFC’s Super
Bowl weekend card, which is one of
their marquee cards of the year.
The sky’s the limit for Rousey
and the sport of women’s MMA.
As it continues to grow, I believe
that Rousey can help make women’s
MMA the biggest female sport in
the world. Mixed martial arts is the
fastest growing sport in the world,
and the female divisions of the sport
will follow it.
There has been a drastic difference between the coverage that
male sports get when compared to
the amount that female sports get.
However, the exposure that Rousey
has received from this last fight is
a step in the right direction. Even
White himself stated that Rousey
gets more media attention than “any
UFC fighter ever.”
With the WNBA decreasing in
viewership and attendance, the U.S
women’s national soccer team only
getting exposure during the Olympics and World Cup and the Williams sisters in tennis getting older,
Ronda Rousey may be the greatest
hope for more exposure for women
in the sporting world. If conquering
her past challenges is any indication
of how she will handle her growing
media attention, Rousey will not be
going down without a fight.

UPSET: Titan softball upsets ranked UCLA
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

Only minutes later, the CSUF offense responded with a four-run top of
the fourth to take a 7-3 lead. Center
fielder Ashley Carter collected a bases
loaded, two-run single, and another
pair of runs scored on a Ybarra sacrifice
fly and an Crawford RBI-double.
A two-run home run by UCLA left
fielder B.B. Bates would cut the Titan
lead in half in the bottom of the fourth,
but another CSUF rally in the fifth
would put away the Bruins.
The Titans loaded the bases for a
second consecutive inning and took
advantage again. Catcher Ariel Tsuchiyama drew a one-out walk to plate
Leesa Harris, and Ybarra added another two RBI with a double to right
that extended the Titan lead to 10-5.
A Crawford sacrifice fly in the sixth accounted for the game’s final run.
Titan starting pitcher Jasmine Antunez (3-4) collected the win in her
11th start of the season. Ybarra recorded the final six outs. UCLA’s Ally
Carda (8-1) suffered her first loss of the
season.
The Titans return home to battle
the University of Wisconsin at 3 p.m.
Thursday and 6 p.m. Friday.
For more information, visit FullertonTitans.com.
Chris Konte contributed to this report.
CONTACT US AT: SPORTS@DAILYTITAN.COM
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Outfielder Tiffany Sheffler swings in a game against Missouri on Saturday.

